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Naturalism was one of the most influential literatry trends in the 19th century. It 
combined literature with science creatively, guided literary creation in scientific 
attitude and way，and regarded being real and objective as the cardinal principle of 
literay creation, reaching the acme of the realistic style of writing. It made full use of 
the achievements of developed natural sciences such as biology, genetics and 
medicine. It broke the restriction of describing human beings only at the rational level 
and turned to describe them at the physiological level. It realized and animadverted 
modernity in its special way by exposing the dark reality mercilessly and reappearing 
the ugly humanity objectively. It was a connecting link between Realism and 
Modernism and an important cultural transcendence from premodern to modern in the 
literary history. 
Soon after it rose in France, Naturalism quickly engulfed the whole Europe and 
later all over the world, and became an international literary movement with many 
countries such as England, Germany, America, Japan and China influenced in 
different degrees. At the beginning of the 20th century, Japanese Naturalism with its 
own characteristics was founded on the base of acceding the basic features of French 
Naturalism, and changed Japanese literary world greatly. 
Naturalism has also influenced modern and contemporary Chinese literature 
deeply. During the May 4th Period, an era of all-round opening up to foreign countries, 
kinds of foreign literary trends poured into China and influenced Chinese literary 
theories and creation heavily. Because French and Japanese Naturalisms attached 
much importance to science, which exactly fit the scientific ethos of that period, they 
attracted many Chinese scholars of that time to introduce, initiate and imitate them 
actively. Between 1930s and 1970s, due to political factors’ intervention，Reality 
occupied the dominant position in Chinese literary world, while Naturalism was 
considered as the opposite of it, and denied and animadverted on completely. In 1980s, 
with the all-directional reform and opening-up progressing further, and the academic 
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appraised anew, and the number of studies on it increased rapidly. Some Naturalistic 
factors started to appear in the literary creation of New Period. 
This article is divided into two parts. Part I includes three chapters. In Chapter 1, 
French and Japanese Naturalism trends, which influenced Chinese literature in the 
20th century deeply, are overviewed. The aesthetic characters of Naturalism are 
analyzed. Both the connection and differences between Naturalism and Reality are 
discussed. In Chapter 2, the process of introducing and promoting Naturalism, the 
comment and dispute on Naturalism during the May 4th Period are introduced. And 
its effect to Chinese literary theory and comment of that time is also analyzed. In 
Chapter 3, the influences of Naturalism on specific Chinese literary trends and writers 
in the 20th century are demonstrated one by one. 
There are four chapters in Part II. In Chapter 4, on the base of keeping real and 
objective, which is the capital feature of Naturalism, the influences of Naturalism on 
Chinese literary concept are analyzed, according to four aspects: scientific view, view 
of reality, view of human study, and historical view. In Chapter 5, the influences of 
Naturalism on the themes and subjects of Chinese literature are discussed, according 
to three ascepts: themes on sex and love, self novels and literature about common 
people. In Chapter 6, the influences of Naturalism on Chinese mode of writing are 
introduced, according to three aspects: scientific spirit and empirical methods, paying 
more attention to details than plots, and weakening the writing techniques and 
prosifying novels. In Chapter 7, the influences of Naturalism on the aesthetic attitude 
of Chinese literature are analyzed, according to three aspects: "zero emotion", 
sentimental and tragic senses, and ugliness appreciation. 
To discuss systematically the influences of Naturalism on Chinese literature in the 20th 
century from the respects of he literatry concept, literary themes and topics, literary creative 
methods, and aesthetic attitude is the innovation of this paper. 
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